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Abstract

Objective—To identify the processes surgeons use to establish patient buy-in to postoperative treatments.

Background—Surgeons generally believe they confirm the patient’s commitment to an operation and all ensuing postoperative care, before surgery. How surgeons get buy-in and whether patients participate in this agreement is unknown.

Methods—We used purposive sampling to identify three surgeons from different subspecialties who routinely perform high-risk operations at each of three distinct medical centers (Toronto, ON; Boston, MA; Madison, WI). We recorded preoperative conversations with three to seven patients facing high-risk surgery with each surgeon (n = 48) and used content analysis to analyze each preoperative conversation inductively.

Results—Surgeons conveyed the gravity of high-risk operations to patients by emphasizing the operation is “big surgery” and that a decision to proceed invoked a serious commitment for both the surgeon and the patient. Surgeons were frank about the potential for serious complications and the need for intensive care. They rarely discussed the use of prolonged life-supporting treatment, and patients’ questions were primarily confined to logistic or technical concerns. Surgeons regularly proceeded through the conversation in a manner that suggested they believed buy-in was achieved, but this agreement was rarely forged explicitly.
Conclusions—Surgeons who perform high-risk operations communicate the risks of surgery and express their commitment to the patient's survival. However, they rarely discuss prolonged life-supporting treatments explicitly and patients do not discuss their preferences. It is not possible to determine patients’ desires for prolonged postoperative life support based on these preoperative conversations alone.

In the event of a postoperative complication requiring prolonged aggressive treatments, surgeons often delay or deny requests by patients or their surrogates to withdraw life support.\(^1\)\(^-\)\(^6\) This can undermine patient autonomy and lead to conflict between care providers in the intensive care unit (ICU)\(^7\)\(^,\)\(^8\) which has adverse effects on patient safety, quality of care,\(^9\)\(^-\)\(^11\) and can significantly reduce health related quality of life measures for survivors.\(^12\)

One author argues that this reticence to withdraw life support can be attributed to the surgeon's desire for psychological self-protection from the inevitable bad outcome.\(^1\) Others describe a covenantal relationship between surgeons and patients whereby patients permit the surgeon to operate on their bodies and in turn, the surgeon promises not to let them die.\(^2\)

Our research has identified a third contributor; surgeons assert that they preoperatively establish the patient's commitment to an operation as well as to the ensuing postoperative care, including prolonged life-supporting treatments.\(^13\) We call this implicitly understood contract “surgical buy-in.”

Surgeons note that “...during a big operation surgeons feel that there is a commitment made by both the patient and the surgeon to get through the operation as well as all of the postoperative issues that come up.”\(^13\) This position is grounded in the surgeon's sense of personal responsibility for outcomes and fear of being “the agent” of a patient’s death.\(^13\) In a survey of 900 surgeons using a clinical vignette, 63% of respondents favored not withdrawing life support on postoperative day 7 for a patient with a stroke and respiratory failure who requests withdrawal. Ninety-four percent of these surgeons reported that preoperative discussions with the patient or family were a significant factor in their decision making.\(^14\)

Although surgeons generally believe they establish the patient's commitment to the operation and all ensuing postoperative care before surgery, how surgeons establish this agreement is unknown. We performed a qualitative study to identify the process surgeons use to establish buy-in and to determine whether patients participate in the agreement that surgeons describe.

Methods

Study subjects

We used purposive sampling to identify surgeons in Toronto, ON, Boston, MA, and Madison, WI. We sampled surgeons who were considered by peers to have good communication skills, hypothesizing that surgeons who communicate well with patients would be most likely to explore patients’ buy-in to postoperative life support. In addition, we selected surgeons from subspecialties where surgeons routinely perform operations that are considered “high-risk”\(^15\) to include surgeons who regularly discuss the use of postoperative intensive care with patients.

We excluded trauma surgeons because the preponderance of emergency procedures might preclude an extensive discussion about postoperative life support. We also excluded transplant surgeons as their unique duty to allocate scarce resources might present an extreme case of preoperative buy-in. Three surgeons from each site participated. This sample included vascular (1), hepato-biliary (1), cardiac (4), thoracic (1), and neurosurgeons (2).
We asked surgeons to identify patients with appointments scheduled to discuss a high-risk operation. We audio taped and transcribed verbatim, one preoperative outpatient conversation with 3 to 7 patients per surgeon. Each patient completed a short demographic survey at the end of the visit.

Analysis

We used content analysis to analyze each transcript inductively.\(^{16}\) We coded the first ten transcripts using the technique of constant comparison to develop an overall coding taxonomy.\(^{17}\) For all 48 transcripts, four coders independently coded the transcript and then met as a group of at least three to discuss each code and achieve consensus. We continued this process until no new codes or coding refinements surfaced and specific codes were saturated and appeared with a degree of regularity. Higher-level analysis proceeded simultaneously as we used the group process to explore the content of communication about postoperative treatment revealed by the coding. We used a context chart to characterize major themes in order to ensure maximal fit and faithful data representation.\(^{18}\) We used NVIVO (QSR International-Melbourne) to catalogue coded transcripts.

Researchers

All four investigators coding transcripts have extensive professional experience with postoperative patients in the intensive care unit, although they come from diverse backgrounds: surgery (MLS, KJB), medicine (JMK), palliative care (KJB), and nursing (KEP). The process of sorting through varied interpretations of the preoperative visit revealed assumptions based on professional identities, allowing us to attend to researcher biases throughout the analysis.

This study was approved by the Institutional Review Boards of the University of Wisconsin, Partners Health Care System and The University Health Network in Toronto. All surgeons, patients and associates present gave informed consent for participation.

Results

Fifty-eight patients were invited to participate, 4 declined, 5 audio tapes were either incomplete or not technically adequate for transcription, one patient withdrew after taping leaving 48 conversations for analysis. (Figure) The patients ranged in age from 26 to 94, had a broad spectrum of educational backgrounds, and 83% had undergone a previous operation. (Table 1) In 71% of cases a definitive decision to proceed with surgery was made. In the remaining cases, the surgeon delayed decision making in order to gain additional testing (6 patients), smoking cessation (1 patient) or observe a trial of non-surgical therapy (1 patient). Two patients wanted time to think over the decision to have surgery and one preferred to delay surgery indefinitely. In two cases, surgeons considered an operation but ultimately did not offer it to the patient. The operations under consideration included abdominal aortic aneurysm repair, brain tumor resection, coronary artery bypass grafting (CABG), esophagectomy, lung volume reduction, and hepatobiliary resections for tumor.

The median conversation length was 22 minutes (range: 7 – 78 minutes). In all cases, surgeons talked for the majority of the time, accounting for 70-75% of the conversation (range: 52% – 90%). Each visit included an extensive discussion about the patient's disease, the procedure proposed, the surgeon's decision to offer surgery, and, for cases when surgery was agreed upon, informed consent.
Big Surgery

When surgeons discussed high-risk operations, they regularly emphasized that it was “big surgery.” “Big surgery” or analogs such as “a big deal” or “not small surgery” were used to stress to patients that the operation proposed could have profound consequences. Surgeons distinguished “big surgery” from more routine operations, “It’s not day surgery,” and expressed concern about the potential for complications, “Now what can go wrong? Lots can go wrong. This is heart surgery…” In some conversations “big surgery” meant that the operation was painful or the recovery would be arduous. In other instances, “big surgery” was technically difficult, “...we have to make an abdominal incision and then we have to make incisions in each groin. Sometimes we clean those arteries out, sometimes we have to bring the graft down actually into the groin and do a bypass. It’s a pretty big operation to go through.”

Surgeons stressed that their decision to take on “big surgery” required the patient to understand the gravity of the operation and prepare for potentially serious consequences. Thus, “big surgery” should not be performed without careful deliberation by both the surgeon and the patient. Ultimately, a decision to proceed with “big surgery” invoked a serious commitment for both surgeon and patient. For example, “It’s a reality when you have a big surgery. This is inherently dangerous business. My job is to make it turn out right. That’s what we do, but it’s still dangerous to go through it. Just so you understand that.”

In contrast to discussions about “big surgery” that provided a vivid description about the gravity of surgery, a more systematic informed consent conversation typically occurred at the end of the visit. The possible complications were named, but not described, although surgeons often qualified that they were “serious, awful, real, important” and “something to worry about”. Surgeons presented specific complications in a list with near universal disclosure of death. For example, “The big risk that we worry about with surgery, it may sound terrible, you know, heart attack, stroke, bleeding, infection, death, kidney trouble.”

Agency

Surgeons regularly and clearly expressed that they were personally responsible for the outcome of the operation; they are agents through which the goals of surgery are obtained but also agents of possible suffering. Therefore, the decision to perform an operation was first and foremost the surgeon’s to make and was determined by careful calculation of the trade-offs involved. As one surgeon said, “I think I’ll get you through the operation. The bigger concern I have is whether or not I make you feel any better.” Since surgeons see themselves as the treatment and they are the arbiter of the procedure, performing surgery was dependent on the surgeon’s assessment that the goals of surgery were achievable, “…but I would only do it if I really thought that was the right thing and it would help you.”

Surgeons assumed primary responsibility for the patient's wellbeing and survival. They stressed their role as a surgeon required total control of all aspects of care to ensure safety, “…because I'm a beating heart surgeon, I like to do it on people if it's safe” and that by offering surgery, success is expected, “If I didn't think he was going to pull through, I probably would not offer him surgery.” Furthermore, surgeons acknowledged ownership for harms resulting from surgery, “…it's a specific surgery on the brain. I go past balance and hearing. It's possible I could damage those” and noted that death was a failure of the surgeon's duty, “Well my job is to get you through it in one piece.” Surgeons frequently described the emotional impact of the outcomes of surgery for themselves. They specifically told patients that good outcomes would inspire their own happiness or prompt a “day of joy” whereas bad outcomes or complications would cause the surgeon to be “very upset”.
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Use of Life Support

Surgeons frequently explained the routine use of postoperative intensive care. For example, “So go from the operating room to the ICU, everybody.” Although a few surgeons were clear about the need for postoperative ventilatory support, they emphasized that the need was temporary, “You're in the ICU for a day or two afterwards, usually a couple days. Many times we let you stay on the ventilator overnight so you can wake up gradually and it’s not too stressful. Then that evening or the next morning we take the breathing tube out of your throat.”

Most surgeons did not mention the use of prolonged life support. In turn, patients rarely engaged the surgeon in a discussion of their feelings about such treatments. One patient expressed concern about discomfort with routine postoperative intubation:

Patient: When you have all these tubes in you and everything, are you conscious? Do you know all that?

Doctor: Yes.

Patient: That's bad . . .

Doctor: It seems to work out.

A few patients made more general comments about aggressive care; however the meaning of their statements was unclear. For example one patient said, “Like I tell the girls, if you're going to tell me its 80/20 and I got a year to go, I'll go the way I am now and die happy.”

Overall, a clear discussion about the potential use of prolonged life support and the patient's corresponding preferences did not occur.

Only one surgeon discussed the potential risk of postoperative stroke and subsequent need for prolonged life-supporting treatment in every recorded conversation. He said, “... So I operate on you. The next morning I come in, Why haven't you woken him up yet? We tried. He didn't wake up...So we wait another day. Still hasn't woken up. Still hasn't woken up the third day. And after a few weeks ...they come to us and they shrug their shoulders...Breathing machine, in a coma.” Another surgeon had a similar conversation with only one patient. For both surgeons, this conversation was not used to establish the patient's commitment to postoperative treatments but rather to encourage the patient to discuss his or her preferences with family members in the event of a devastating outcome.

Patient Concerns

Nearly all surgeons encouraged patients to ask questions after discussing risks of surgery. Patients most often responded to the surgeon's request with logistic or technical concerns. For example:

Doctor: This is an area for vision, smell, for function of legs and bladder. You could even have a stroke...or damage to the vision. You could have an infection or trouble with the healing...What questions do you have for me?

Patient: Washing my hair was one.

Doctor: I want you to wash your hair with baby shampoo on the third day...Don't scrub the stitches.

Family: Stitches or staples?
Other logistic concerns that patients commonly posed during the discussion of surgical risk included the length of the operation, the date or the time of day of surgery, where to go for testing, the need to travel to and from the hospital, the ability to wear pajamas, and rules about visiting hours.

Patients frequently noted that they were worried about being anxious, having pain, or whether the surgery would be successful. However, these concerns were stated as general fears about having surgery rather than explicit concerns about specific outcomes or treatments:

Doctor: What other questions do you have for me?

Patient: Don't know that I have any more. Kind of scares me, but that's going to be a natural feeling.

Doctor: If you weren't concerned, you wouldn't be normal. It's a big deal.

Establishing Buy-In

On occasion, we observed surgeons forging a clear agreement with the patient to participate in postoperative life-supporting treatments. (Table 2) In one instance the surgeon explicitly told the patient that the performance of surgery required a commitment from the patient to participate in postoperative treatments. This was described as a “verbal contract” that “everybody would do their utmost” to achieve the goals of surgery. In three conversations buy-in was implicitly solicited when the surgeon expressed expectations that the patient would participate in prolonged or unexpected treatments if necessary. For example, “Here we would say, ‘No, let's put you on a mechanical support device until either your heart recovers from the surgery, or we get you a new heart.’ ”

Aside from these instances, we regularly observed surgeons proceeding through the conversation in a manner that suggested they believed buy-in was achieved. This was characterized by an assumption that the patient was committed to the operation as well as postoperative life support when the patient acknowledged the risks of surgery. For example, one surgeon noted the consent form was not a contract because the patient “could always not show up” suggesting that if the patient did present for surgery, the patient was committed to the entire process.

Patients frequently made statements that surgeons could interpret as an agreement to postoperative life support. Patients’ assertions varied from blanket permission for any necessary procedure, to a tacit agreement to proceed with surgery. (Table 2) Two patients explicitly offered complete faith in the surgeon to direct their care and “do what you have to do” to get the job done. Seven patients expressed a general acceptance of risk, that they would adjust to complications or that it was “God's will” if death or other complications occurred. These statements were non-specific and did not provide information about the patient's preferences for prolonged life support. For example:

Doctor: But we know that some patients’ complications mount up and they don't survive it... I'm not too worried about that, but you know, it's not zero.

Patient: Yeah, exactly; reality.

Doctor: It's a reality when you have a big surgery. You know, we have a team that works on you for pre and post-op care...My job is to make it turn out right.
Patient: I don’t have a problem with this at all. If something goes wrong, it goes wrong...I’ve led a good life.”

Most patients did not make clear statements signaling that they had bought in to postoperative treatments. Instead, patients simply acknowledged risk and expressed a willingness to have surgery. Patients noted they recognized surgery could have complications, “There’s a risk to everything” and reported their eagerness to have surgery for example, “Well, that’s pretty good odds. Let’s go for it.” Although there was consensus that the patient understood the risks and was ready to proceed, there was no specific agreement about the use of postoperative life support.

Discussion

During preoperative conversations, surgeons use “big surgery” to stress that the operation is a serious commitment with potentially grave consequences and convey expectations that patients would participate in postoperative care. However, surgeons in our study rarely discussed the use of prolonged life support and the patients did not offer insight about whether they would want aggressive treatment in the event of a poor outcome.

While some surgeons made efforts to establish a preoperative commitment to postoperative life support, in most cases, this was not clearly confronted. Given the processes observed in these conversations, including the surgeon’s assumption of responsibility for outcomes, expectation of success and disclosure of specific risks, it is understandable that surgeons would assume that buy-in has been achieved. Although surgeons were frank about the potential for serious complications, patients’ questions about surgery were primarily confined to logistic or technical concerns. Therefore, it is not possible to determine patients’ preferences for prolonged life support based on these preoperative conversations alone. As such, physicians caring for patients who need prolonged or unanticipated postoperative interventions will need to revisit the patient’s willingness to pursue subsequent aggressive treatments.

These findings are significant because they question the reliability of the preoperative conversation to form the basis for a surgeon’s postoperative decision-making and raise concerns about whether patients fully understand the potential use of prolonged life support after high-risk surgery. These observations have important implications for surgeons, intensivists and patients.

For surgeons who have made significant effort to describe the gravity of surgery, it may be surprising that patients have not clearly bought in to the use of prolonged life support. Although surgeons regularly described the need for postoperative intensive care and consistently disclosed serious complications associated with the use of prolonged life support, naming the complication without describing its treatment requires patients to infer the interventions used in such settings. We did not find evidence that patients made this link or explicitly agreed to such treatments.

Surgeons were also clear about their commitment to the patient’s survival and their responsibility for reaching this goal, a stance that is likely reassuring to a patient facing a difficult operation. Given the serious nature of the operations under consideration, surgeons may encrypt details about treatment of bad outcomes within “big surgery” in order to avoid a more vivid discussion about unwanted events that may be difficult for patients to tolerate preoperatively.

For intensivists, knowledge about the content of preoperative discussions between surgeons and patients can inform postoperative decision-making. Understanding that the surgeon
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believes the patient has bought in to postoperative life support and that the details of this commitment are, at best, incomplete can assist the ICU team as they navigate the use of prolonged life support with the patient, surrogates and surgeons.

For patients, it is difficult to know whether these preoperative conversations satisfy their informational needs. Although surgeons in our study met the requirements of informed consent and gave patients ample opportunity to ask questions, the patients rarely interrogated the use of aggressive treatments beyond the operating room. It is possible that patients assumed they were unlikely to need such treatments, were too anxious to inquire about the treatment of serious complications or did not know what questions to ask.

While engaging patients in conversations about “states worse than death” is likely onerous for a patient facing major surgery, a thorough discussion about the patient’s fears, goals, and leeway to achieve these goals could enable the surgeon to advocate more accurately for his patient’s preferences postoperatively.

This study raises ethical questions about the boundaries of surgical informed consent. For operations under consideration in this study, e.g. CABG, consent for some postoperative treatments such as mechanical ventilation is necessary and likely covered by the surgical consent. However, consent to prolonged aggressive treatment should not be assumed or required. Patients who consent to surgery should be able to refuse postoperative treatments if they are overly burdensome or the original goals of surgery are no longer possible.

Our study has both strengths and limitations. By using qualitative methods to examine surgeons and patients in action as they discuss the use of high-risk surgery, this study makes an important contribution to the debate about the boundaries of surgical informed consent. Our multi-site study was designed to minimize bias stemming from geographic variation of practice style. Furthermore, our strategy of sampling surgeons who are reportedly good communicators suggests that a clear conversation about the use of prolonged life support does not regularly occur even in this exemplary cohort.

Our analysis was limited to verbal communication at one preoperative visit so it is possible we missed non-verbal communication contributing to these agreements. Although a definitive decision to proceed to surgery followed the majority of our recorded conversations, others have shown that elements of complex decision-making increase over multiple preoperative visits. Additional information may have been exchanged after the conversation we audio taped (via telephone or in other settings). As such, it is possible that conversations about the use of prolonged life support and patients’ preferences were missed. In addition, our qualitative methods do not allow us to determine the exact proportion or the true prevalence of surgeons who explicitly solicit patient buy-in for postoperative life support as a condition for performing surgery. While we have carefully reported the statements patients make to surgeons about their willingness to undergo aggressive postoperative interventions, our study design limits our ability to determine exactly what the patients believe they have agreed to.

**Conclusion**

In preoperative discussions about high-risk surgery, surgeons explained the risks of the procedure, their commitment to patient survival, and the seriousness of the patient’s decision to proceed. While these efforts may confer a sense that the patient has agreed to participate in all postoperative life support, evidence is limited that patients have bought in to the use of aggressive interventions beyond the operation itself. This study questions the assumption that patients who agree to high-risk operations also consent to the next level of care and
suggests that reconsideration of patients treatment preferences is required if subsequent interventions are unexpected or prolonged.
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Figure.
Patient recruitment and enrollment
Table 1
Participant Characteristics (N=48)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>No. (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>28 (58)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20-39</td>
<td>4 (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40-59</td>
<td>17 (35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60-79</td>
<td>19 (40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80+</td>
<td>7 (15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White or Caucasian</td>
<td>39 (81)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black or African American</td>
<td>2 (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>2 (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>5 (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some high school or less</td>
<td>10 (21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High school diploma or GED</td>
<td>9 (19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vocational degree or some college</td>
<td>8 (17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College degree</td>
<td>11 (23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional or graduate degree</td>
<td>10 (21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lives in a nursing home or assisted living facility</td>
<td>1 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Needs assistance reading instructions, pamphlets or other written materials from doctor or pharmacy\textsuperscript{26}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Never</td>
<td>36 (75)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rarely</td>
<td>7 (15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Often</td>
<td>4 (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Always</td>
<td>1 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Has had a previous operation</td>
<td>40 (83)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2

Levels of Surgeon-Perceived Preoperative Buy-in for Postoperative Treatments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types of Buy-in</th>
<th>Surgeon</th>
<th>Representative Quotes</th>
<th>Patient</th>
<th>Representative Quotes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Explicit buy-in</td>
<td>Surgeon states the performance of surgery is contingent on a preoperatively determined agreement between surgeon and patient about participation in postoperative treatments.</td>
<td>MD: “If we decide we’re going to be there, then you and I have sort of a verbal contract that we are going to do everything that we can to have that outcome that we want. So if we’re going to go forward with that, then we have an understanding that everybody is going to do their utmost.”</td>
<td>Patient states that the surgeon can do whatever is necessary around the time of surgery.</td>
<td>MD: “…It’s understandable to be nervous because it’s a big surgery. PT: But I have complete faith in you. MD: Okay, I know you’re anxious about this but we have to take it a step at a time. PT: I understand. You’re the boss!”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implicit buy-in</td>
<td>Surgeon emphasizes that the patient will participate in prolonged or unexpected treatments if necessary.</td>
<td>MD: “We are going to do the operation that Friday and then you’re here in the hospital as long as you need to be, and that’s the bottom line, right? If you need to be here longer, you’re here longer—.” MD: “Sometimes it turns into a war and you have to fight battles to win the war, so you have to be prepared for that on some level.”</td>
<td>Patient notes a general recognition that death and other complications will be accepted or tolerated.</td>
<td>PT: “That’s God’s will, I’ve led a good life.” PT: “Yeah, okay. So that’s it. The lifestyle changes, you adjust to it, you know.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assumed buy-in</td>
<td>Surgeon assumes that the patient agrees to postoperative care by acknowledging surgical risk.</td>
<td>MD: “And this is a form that basically says that we’ve gone over the risks… And that you agree to go forward. It’s not a contract, by any means. You can always just not show up.”</td>
<td>Patient states a willingness to proceed with surgery and acknowledgment that risks exist.</td>
<td>MD: “Yeah, and I think… I mean there are risks to it of course…” PT: “Yeah, there’s a risk to everything.” PT: “I think I’d like to have you do the surgery.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>